There is a term that combines both Education and Entertainment – it is called Edutainment. One such “edutainment” application is called **TuxPaint**....

*TuxPaint* makes it easy for kids to create pictures with features such as “Stamps” or “Magic Wands”...

Congregation members with artistic talent can create images that can be used as stamps to meet Westminster's educational needs!
The application called **Tux of Math Command** is an arcade game similar to “Missle Command”, but it helps students learn addition, subtraction and their multiplication and division tables...

... students can concentrate on specific areas to drill...

The application called **Tux Typing** provides a fun way to teach children how to type...

... various “games” are also included to help strengthen the student's fine motor skills in typing...
Other applications such as **Gcompris** are targeted towards the preschool age and comes with numerous activities to promote learning...

Of course, there are numerous traditional educational applications that range from preschool to college...

... in fact, there are so many educational applications that the AVIT department will require members to help evaluate these applications to see if they meet the needs of our Computer Lab!